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An Inversion Formula for the Laplace Transform

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to show that each right continuous and bounded 
function /:[0,oo)-»R is uniquely determined by its Laplace transform £/. Moreover, we give an 
inversion formula for the Laplace transform of /.

In the theory of Markov Processes the following theorem is often used:

Theorem 1. Let f : [0, oo) -» R be a bounded and right continuous func
tion. Then for every t € (0, oo) the value f(t) is uniquely determined by the Laplace 
transform of f.

In Sharpe’s book "General Theory of Markov Processes” ([2], p.17) an explicit 
formula is given which determines the values of a right continuous function bounded 
on [0, oo) by means of its Laplace transform. The purpose of this paper is to show that 
this formula is incorrect and to give its correct version. Theorem 1 is an immediate 
consequence of the correct formula. In Section 1 we shortly recall that Theorem 1 
can be easily proved without using any explicit formula.

1. A non-constructive proof of Theorem 1. Let f : [0,oo) —» R be bounded 
and Lebesgue measurable. Denote by £/ the Laplace transform of f. Then we have

Theorem 2. Each continuous and bounded function f : [0, oo) —♦ R w uniquely 
determined by its transform Cf.

Proof. Let
<*(<) = f f(»)ds .

Jo

Then

£/(A) = f°° e~*,f(t)dt= e"A‘ da(t) .
Jo Jo

Therefore Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 6.3 in [4], p.63, concerning the Laplace- 
Stjeltjes integral. . ,

Proof of Theorem 1. Observe that, if the function f is right continuous and
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bounded in [0, oo), then the function

S(O = C‘ f f(s)ds 
Jo

is continuous and bounded on [0, oo). Furthermore

= ) + <(<)),

where g'+ is the right-hand derivative of g. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that 
g is uniquely determined by Cf. But this is a consequence of the previous theorem 
because

(£i)(A)= aTT(£/)(a + 1)-
2. An inversion formula for the Laplace transform of a bounded right 

continuous function. On the page 17 of M.Sharpe’s book [2] an inversion formula 
(4.14) for Laplace transform of a right continuous and bounded function f : [0, oo) —> 
R is given in the form:

Ai<t<(A+e)«

where <f> denotes the Laplace transform of the function f and the i-th derivative 
of <f>. However, the method of the proof is only indicated and the formula is not 
correct. Indeed, if / = 1, then the right hand side of the above equality is equal 0 
because

and then

lim lim 
e-»0+ A—-oo

E (-i)‘
At<*<(A+i)f

A*
Jfc!

= lim lim 
<—*0+ A—»00

£

A«*<(A+«)i

1
A

¿(t)(A) =

= lim
«—»0+ A—.OO A

because < £i±2 .
We are now going to improve the above incorrect fomula by using the same 

method which is indicated by M.Sharpe. This method (probably originated in the 
unaccessible papers of Dubourdieu and Feller mentioned in [4], p.295) is based on
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some lemmas from Feller’s book [1]. The first of them is to be found in chapter VII,
Si-

Lemma 1. Let u : R —» R be a bounded measurable function, continuous at the 
point t € R. Let Y\, A > 0 be a family of non-negative random variables, such that 

has the expected value t and variance a J. Denote by F\ the distribution function
of the random variable Y\. If lim a2 = 0 then lim u(x) dF*(x) = u(t).

An easy proof is based on Chebyshev’s inequality and is omitted.

Lemma 2. For any strictly positive x and t

lim e-A‘ £
A-oo fc!

*<Ax

, for x <t 
, for x > t

Proof. The proof is based on the well-known argument given in [1] chapter VIII, 
§6. Let t € (0, oo) \ {i} be fixed. Define the Junction u by

«(v)
1 , for y < x ,

for y > x .lo ,

Let X\t be a random variable having Poisson distribution with the parameter At. 
Then for — y Xt we have

£[Ka] = f?[| Xr] = | £{Xu] = t

and
ai = £[(y* -t)2] = £[(| X, - t)2] = i £[(X. - At)2] = |

Hence a2 = j—»OasA—>oo. Moreover, the function u is continuous at the point f 
and

f »«^(1 xx, <,)== £ .-"Mi.
J-OO A t=0 A K. K.*<A>

Hence Lemma 2 is a consequence of Lemma 1.

Theorem 3. Let f : [0, oo) —» R be a right continuous and bounded function. 
Let <j> = Cf be the Laplace transform of f. Then for every x >0 we have

fix) = lim lim - ' ' ,_0+ A—.oo e
A*<*<A(i+«)

where denotes the k-th derivative
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Proof. It is sufficient to observe that, as a consequence of the purely analytical 
Theorem 7d in [4], p.295, we have

lhn £(-l)^^)(A)= i'f(t)dt

for every x € (0, oo). We shall, however, present a probabilistic proof of this formula, 
based on Lemma 2. Since

(-1)‘^‘>(A) = e~k,tkf(t)dt ,
Jo

for any x E (0, oo) we have

£e-A‘(-l)‘^^ł)(A) = 

*<*«

where the first integral tends to f* f(t) dt as A —* oo, by the Lebesgue’s bounded 
convergence theorem and by Lemma 2. Therefore it remains to prove that the second 
one tends to zero as A —> oo. To this end observe that

r E l/WI* = r < ^)\f(t)\dt <

< sup |/(i)I P(Xxt<\x)dt, 
x€(0,oo) Jzx+l

where Xxt is a Poisson distributed random variable with parameter At. We are going 
to complete the proof by showing that

48 8/i+iP(XA,<Al)dl<- + -.

According to the formulas (8-1 J—(8.4) in [3], p.90, we have

W = i, E[x’] = n2 + n, £[x’] = n3 + 3r?2 + ^1 

E[Xj] = ^ + 6t,3 + 7»z2 + »,,

and so

• E[(X„ - ,)«] = £[%*] - 4q£U,3] + 6q2P[X2] - 4q3E[X,] + »z* = 3»/2 + , .

By the inequality of Markov we have, for t € (2x +1, oo)

P(XA< < Az) = P(At - Xxt > At - Az) < P(|XAt - At| > |Az - At|) < 

s EI(Xa' " ")‘l - El(Xu - "’*>'
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Hence
16 r°° dt_ _ 48 8_
A1 J, P “ A’ + A3 ’

and the proof is complete.
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